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ALBERGHI DIFFUSI – “SCATTERED HOTELS” - A 'MADE
IN ITALY' OFFBEAT EXPERIENCE

Italy is dotted with hundreds of remote,
scarcely populated historic villages that
have been abandoned as new generations
moved to the cities to find work and live
modern lifestyles.
The declining population of Italy’s borghi –
historical small towns – has been a matter
of national concern for decades. Many
people emigrated in the post-war years,
and since then, a combination of ageing
populations, economic crisis and lack of
opportunities has seen an exodus from
the countryside to the cities.
The albergo diffuso model – in which
abandoned homes are turned into a
“scattered hotel” is also making headway,
providing income for the towns as well as
jobs for the locals.
The concept of a hotel diffuso was born in
Italy in the 1980s. After a 1976 earthquake
in the towns of Friuli, abandoned houses
were renovated for this purpose with
post-earthquake relief funds. This region
still has the largest number of hotels
diffusi.
First developed by Professor Dall’Ara (a
tourism marketing professor), the concept
has spread to other countries in Europe. In
towns with historic centers, the new
model has transformed formerly deserted
or unused buildings to make them
habitable and economically viable.
Dall'Ara's notion is that rooms are
scattered in different buildings within the
town, but run by a manager working out
of a central reception area, who is on
hand to answer questions, make
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recommendations and arrange bookings.
The guestrooms are all within walking
distance, while traditional meals may be
served at a café or delivered to guests'
rooms.
This allows visitors to take part in the
village life, while enjoying all the amenities
of a hotel.
Scattered hotels, says Dall'Ara, are healthy
for the host villages, because they have
social, cultural and economic benefits. He
calls them ''drivers of development,''
because everything is sourced on site,
involving the residents and local
producers, and preventing depopulation.
Scattered hotels are also ecologically and
culturally sound, because they don't call
for new construction, but rather, for the
restoration and preservation of centuriesold buildings. ''Reconverting an existing
room into a hotel room is far more
sustainable than building a new hotel. Of
course all renovations try to be
sustainable, and to preserve the original
materials as far as possible,'' said Dall'Ara,
founder and president of the National
Association
of
Scattered
Hotels (Associazione
Nazionale
degli
Alberghi Diffusi - ADI).
Scattered hotels also provide the guests
with the opportunity to get in touch with
the old ways of cooking, weaving, and
storytelling, that is the culture of a place.
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is dotted with = has many
of…
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concern = worry
ageing = getting older
is making headway= is
progressing
relief funds = money
provided by governments
to help people in need,
especially in disaster
areas
viable = profitable
on hand = near and able
to be used if they are
needed
within walking distance =
d) Intro
easy to reach by walking
sourced = supplied
sound = healthy
weaving = the craft of
forming fabric

-

a) Answer the following questions.
1) What are Italian “borghi”?
2) What’s the main problem with these
towns?
3) When and how did the “albergo diffuso”
concept develop?
4) What are the advantages of this form of
accommodation?
5) Why are scattered hotels defined as
“drivers of development”?
6) Why are scattered hotels a sustainable
type of accommodation?

b) Draw a mind map to describe scattered
hotels as an accommodation type.
…………….

……………..

…………
scattered hotels

…………
…………….

......................

c) Use your own words to explain the
meaning of the following words.
-

remote
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-

exodus
deserted
arrange
amenities
benefits
depopulation
old ways

d) Introduce the scattered
hotel concept to the rest
of the class.

